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NH Energy Code Requirements 

With energy efficiency getting more attention and buyers looking for comfortable energy 

efficient homes, now is a great time to improve your knowledge and understanding of the 

NH Energy Code.  Bob will go over the NH EC-1 Form, which is required to be 

submitted to the NH Public Utilities Commission, along with providing to the Building 

Inspector.  If you do not meet NH Energy Code, it can be very expensive going back into 

a home to meet the requirements.  This presentation does not cover the HVAC 

requirements, but will include some 

recommendations and best practices. 

Cost-effective Tips to Make Your Properties 

More Energy Efficient 

Bob will provide an overview of the different kinds of 

insulation and air barriers, as well as  the types of 

insulation that work best for different situations. 

Marketing the Energy Features of Your Properties 

Bob will discuss things to consider to when marketing the home and it’s energy 

features.     

 Bob Eldredge is an experienced certified home energy advisor who works with home owners to reduce 

their energy usage through energy efficiency improvements, reduce annual energy operational cost, 

reduce primary cause of ice dams, and have a more comfortable and safe home.  In addition, his 

services include Home Energy Inspections for Buyers of existing and new construction, and assist 

realtors with the marketing of energy efficient homes. 

Bob is both a Building Performance Institute (BPI) certified Building Analyst and a US DOE Home 
Energy Score Qualified Assessor.  He is a member of the NH Sustainable Energy Association and 
President of the Residential Energy Performance Association. 

 
 

6:30 PM, Wednesday, July 11, 2018 
Best Western Executive Court, 13500 South Willow St., Manchester 

Cost:  Members are free; $25 for not-yet-members 

 

 

Bob Eldredge of ABC Energy Savings will present Energy Efficiency for your Properties 
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8 Digital Advertising Tips and Tools for Real Estate Investors 

By Chad Gallagher 

1. Develop a Goal 
First, develop a clear metric 
of success for different 
attributes of your business. 
Examples of this includes: 
time needed to fill a vacant 
unit, leads on owners who 
want to sell their properties, 
etc. Some of these goals may 
have a couple different 
metrics. For example, if you 
are a wholesaler, you’ll set a 
goal for number of leads and a 
goal for deal profits. 
 
2. Track Relentlessly 
Keep your leads in an online 
database that you’ll save 
forever. Make sure every lead 
has a defined source, such as 
Facebook, Meetup, etc. Over 
time, you will most likely add 
additional profitability 
metrics. If every lead has a 
recorded source, you can go 
back and understand granular 
profitability by channel. 
When you’re trying to find a 
tenant, for example, you’ll be 
able to track where the tenant 
found out about the rental. 
For advertising sources that 
overtime prove they aren’t 
effective, either turn off that 
source, or spend time fixing it 
to make sure it’s working 
better. 
 

3. Build An Effective 
Website 
If you are a wholesaler, real 
estate agent, flipper, etc.—
you need a website. Period. 
You can build it yourself 
through sites like WordPress 
or Squarespace. It’s not that 
expensive, and I believe it’s 
essential to building leads 
online. Once you’ve built 
your site, make sure there’s 
an easy way to contact 
you. And set up Google 
Analytics so you can 
understand your data as your 
business grows. 
 
4. Search Engine 
Marketing (SEM) 
SEM is the sponsored 
advertising tied to specific 
search terms. Depending on 
what data source you trust, 
Google represents 
approximately 80 percent of 
SEM scale, and Bing 
represents about 20 percent 
of SEM scale in the U.S. We 
recommend starting with 
Google but then also 
including Bing as you get 
more serious about your 
business. You can bid on a 
cost-per-click basis. Then, 
track to see if the clicks are 
leading to conversions. This 
way, you’ll understand what 

words are working well. 
 
For example — if you’re 
looking for direct 
homeowners who want to sell 
— we’d suggest buying 
keywords against terms like 
“sell my house in New 
Hampshire.” Get started at 
low-spending amounts, 

because there is no minimum 
spend! 
 
Be sure to either target 
specific geographic locations 
or target specific geographic 
words.  

 
SEM example below: These blue 
links are sponsored ads that you 
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can buy on a cost-per-click basis. 
5. Search Engine 
Optimization (SEO) 
SEO means you increase the 
natural search rank of your 
website on search engines for 
certain keywords. Unlike 
SEM, SEO is free: you don’t 
pay for the clicks. We think 
of SEO as the golden goose, 
because once it’s working, it 
produces leads forever at no 
additional cost. 
 
To get started, figure out 
which keywords your 
business should rank highly 
for. Then, make sure your 
website is optimized for those 
keywords. There is a lot of 
material online that can help 
you out. 
 
One simple suggestion is to 
make sure you have specific 
cities that you are targeting 
through your website. If you 
are a buyer who specifically 
targets a certain city, make 
sure you have the city name 
in your website’s keywords 

and in your site’s content. 
Google uses your content and 
keywords to help organize 
your ranking for different 
searches. 
 
List your company on the 
major local and national 
business sites with accurate 
business and website info. 
Site links are key to increasing 
your SEO ranking. SEO can 
be a lot of work — but the 
payoff will be immense for 
your business. 
 
Final advice, mobile will most 
likely be the dominant device for 
people to find your site. Make 
sure you spend the most amount 
of time on optimizing for mobile 
devices.  
 
6. Facebook 
Facebook is often overlooked 
in the digital advertising 
spectrum, especially by 
people who didn’t grow up 
with social networking as a 
major part of their lives. 
Today, there are real estate 

companies who drive all of 
their leads via Facebook! 
 
There are three things we 
recommend to use Facebook 
efficiently. First, make sure 
you post content on Facebook 
as often as possible. This 
includes both content from 
your company page and 
content from your personal 
page.Second, join any local, 
relevant Facebook groups—
and join the conversation.  
Third, buy targeted Facebook 
ads against your relevant 
geographic and demographic 
targeting. Unlike SEM, this 
targeting is more tied to 
individuals, but it can still be 
wildly profitable for your 
business. 
 
7. Content Production 
Content production typically 
doesn’t fall into digital 
advertising, but I added it 
here simply because it’s so 
important, and it 
complements the other parts 
so well. Producing content 
can range from blog posts, 
YouTube videos, Facebook 
posts (think videos, pictures, 
or shared marketing copy), 
Instagram posts, and much 
more. My suggestion is start 
with whatever medium feels 
most natural to you. Cover 
topics that you understand the 
most. It may feel strange at 
first, but you’ll be shocked at 
how valuable it becomes for 

your business. 
8. Retargeting 
Retargeting is when you place 
a cookie on a user who visited 
your website and you target 
them with advertising as they 
visit other websites. Google 
has a really nice integration 
between Google Analytics 
and Google Display Network. 
You can use the Google 
Analytics code to place the 
cookie, and then target that 
user with banner advertising 
across the Google Display 
Network. Typically, 
retargeting has really high 
conversion rates because the 
users have already expressed 
interest in your company. 
Similar to SEM, you can bid 
on a cost-per-click basis, or 
you can also bid on a cost-per
-impression basis. The ads 
will show across thousands of 
major websites. People may 
even comment about seeing 
your ads everywhere! 
 
9. Track, Optimize, 
Iterate 
Finally, make sure you 
continuously go back and 
optimize your content. I 
suggest doing it every couple 
of months. Pull data to better 
understand where your 
profitable leads are coming 
from. Also, major companies 
like Facebook and Google 
will give you free advice for 
how to implement their 
platforms better.  
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Real Estate Investing Hacks 

There are several ways 
and website tools to help 
determine comparable rent 
prices in your area. For 
example, here are just a 
few websites that you may 
find helpful: 

 
Provide a zip code or address 
to find local properties that 
are available to rent.   

* RentBits - Track average 
rental rates for the last 14 
months via 
the Rentbits directory. 

* Rentometer -Rentometer is 
the easy way to compare your 
rent with other local 
properties. 

* Zillow - Zillow offers 
"Rent Zestimate" data that 
can be found by entering any 
address into their search. 

* Ziply - Enter an address to 
find out a property's 
projected rent amount and 
assess the marketability of the 
property by examining crime 
rate, school ratings, 
Demographics, and more. 

  - Mr. Landlord 

 Replace house numbers 

 Give front door a new 
color 

 Update the hardware 

 Repaint window shutters 
and trim 

 Add outdoor seating 

 Repave the driveway 

 Install exterior lighting 

 Add a hedge or fence 

 Plant something colorful 

 Incorporate planters and 
containers 

   - Paul Esajian 

Skip tracing is a basic, but 
very effective concept to find 
property owners. The whole 
idea behind it is to get an 
alternate address for 
abandoned or vacant property 
owners whom you are having 
trouble finding.   

Here are a few examples of 
online skip tracing tools 
popular with real estate 
investors: 
 

TLO 
Spokeo 
Accurint 
MicroBilt 
Peek You 
Whitepages 
People Smart 
 
 - Nasar Elarabi 
 
 

 
Depersonalize the decor  

Neutral, non specific, 
transitional pieces work best 
 
Window treatments need to 
come down. They make the 
room feel dark and small. 
Natural light is very 
important.  
 
 - Brenda Douglas 
 

 
New analysis from ATTOM 
Data Solutions—which 
looked at 14.7 million home 
sales between 2011 and 
2017—shows that 
homeowners who sell on 
June 28th realize the biggest 
premiums above estimated 
market value, on average 
9.1% above market.  
 
  - Mindy Jensen 
 
 


